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W.A.R. 
The Unauthorized Biography of William Axl Rose. 
By Mick Wall. 
St. Martin’s, $26.95.

If we would admire a rock musician who caterwauls his way through lyrics like
“Your daddy works in porno / Now that Mommy’s not around,” then we should also
respect a writer who, in his biography of said musician, includes section headings
with epigraphs from Mother Teresa and Margaret Thatcher. The musician is Axl
Rose, whose menacing metal band Guns N’ Roses knocked the decadent Los Angeles
rock scene off its platform heels in the 1980s and ’90s; the writer is a British
journalist and author who chronicled G N’ R in their hard-partying heyday and is
name-checked, none too nicely, in the group’s belligerent song “Get in the Ring.” If
Wall occasionally overstates the importance of his subject in “W.A.R.,” he never
condescends to him as he recounts Rose’s ascent from Indiana youth (né William
Bruce Rose Jr.) who loved “The Partridge Family” and Elton John to mystifying
recluse, a heavy-metal Howard Hughes in cornrows. Though Rose hasn’t released a
new studio album or given an in-depth interview in years, Wall draws as much as he
can from existing reporting, finding Freudian origins (an absent father who may
have abused Rose, a stepfather who was a Pentecostal preacher) for Rose’s
venomous adult art. As the singer rises, Wall reminds us how his music was a
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necessary tonic to fatuous acts like Bon Jovi; and as he descends into racist,
homophobic screeds like “One in a Million,” Wall doesn’t excuse his subject, or the
music industry that enabled Rose’s bile.

SOUND UNBOUND 
Sampling Digital Music and Culture. 
Edited by Paul D. Miller, a k a DJ Spooky That Subliminal Kid. 
MIT, paper, $29.95.

Inviting a group of authors, performers and intellectuals to participate in an
anthology on music and popular culture in the era of electronic sampling is the
literary equivalent of playing Russian roulette: spin the chamber and pull the trigger,
and a thoughtful collection of essays may burst forth — or you may get a barrage of
academic one-upmanship and John Cage references that makes you want to put a
loaded weapon to your temple. With 36 contributions by everyone from Dick
Hebdige to Chuck D, “Sound Unbound” has plenty of offerings that fall into both
categories. But there’s ample insight to be found if you engage in a little sampling of
your own: I’d start with the perceptive essay by Miller, who argues that all our
present-day cultural stimuli, sampled or not, are inevitably filtered by technology
(“What can you see, hear, smell, taste, that does not originate in or is not mediated
by civilized people?” he writes. “Crickets chirping on a ‘Sounds of the Environment’
CD doesn’t count”), followed by Jonathan Lethem’s feature from Harper’s Magazine,
“The Ecstasy of Influence,” consisting of passages on sampling and plagiarism that
he sampled or plagiarized from other writers. And some of the very best stuff in the
back has hardly anything to do with sampling at all, including Naeem Mohaiemen’s
searing treatise on the interrelationship between hip-hop and Islam.

LIKE A ROLLING STONE 
The Strange Life of a Tribute Band. 
By Steven Kurutz. 
Broadway, $23.95.

What could compel a musician to spend his entire career dressing like Mick
Jagger and performing nothing but Rolling Stones covers, just to earn a decent
living, occasionally share a stage with Foreigner or Alice Cooper, and have boozy
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coeds beg him to play “Can’t You Hear Me Knocking”? If that question doesn’t
answer itself, Glen Carroll, the mock Jagger at the center of “Like a Rolling Stone,” a
heartfelt and often hilarious exploration of the tribute-band phenomenon, offers a
pretty convincing rationale: “Why is it that some doctors make nothing as a general
practitioner and a heart surgeon makes $500,000 a year? They’re specialists.”
Kurutz, a freelance journalist who has written for The New York Times, spent a year
in the company of Carroll and his tribute act, Sticky Fingers (a band that dates back
to 1981 and has, by the author’s estimate, possessed around 46 different members),
as they played gigs big and small, from fraternity houses to European concert arenas.
Along the way, Kurutz also keeps tabs on a rival group called the Blushing Brides
(who play Stones music in their own style and don’t think of themselves as a “clone
band”) and discovers tribute artists with names like Limpish Bizkit, Surely Bassey!
and AC/DShe. But it’s Carroll, a charismatic charlatan who posts fake tour dates on
his own Web site (just to annoy other tribute bands), who ultimately steals the show.
Kurutz’s rambling tale is a fittingly free-form tribute to what rock music — and rock
journalism — used to be.

MARY MARTIN, BROADWAY LEGEND 
By Ronald L. Davis. 
University of Oklahoma, $26.95.

How do you solve a problem like Mary Martin? In comparison to stage and
screen peers like Julie Andrews — whose recent autobiography, “Home,” tells of
family conflict and a youth set against the London blitz — Martin (1913-90), who
originated such musical theater roles as Maria in “The Sound of Music,” Nellie
Forbush in “South Pacific” and, of course, Peter Pan, could have been the living
embodiment of Nellie’s enduring lyric, “I’m as corny as Kansas in August, / I’m as
normal as blueberry pie.” Yet in “Mary Martin, Broadway Legend,” Davis, an
emeritus professor of history at Southern Methodist University, fashions a lively and
informative narrative out of a rare performer’s life that was mercifully short on
controversy and tragedy. Born in Weatherford, Tex., where she really did grow up
with a childhood friend named Bessie Mae Sue Ella, Martin overcame a teenage
marriage (which yielded her son, the actor Larry Hagman), the eventual divorce and
some early struggles in Hollywood to forge an unparalleled Broadway career. Davis’s
tales of blockbuster hits like “South Pacific” and “The Sound of Music” are a bit
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shopworn, but his accounts of Martin’s lucky breaks and missed opportunities — her
distinctively innocent take on Cole Porter’s “My Heart Belongs to Daddy”; her
passing on the lead role in a show called “Away We Go,” later rechristened
“Oklahoma!” — should be manna to any striving performer famished for a bit of
inspiration in his or her career.

Dave Itzkoff writes the Across the Universe column for the Book Review.
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